
ADVENTURE TIME 

Weight Gain COMIC
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1.1

Ice King is sitting in his throne in his Ice Palace. Gunter is in the crook of his arm getting his head petted. 

You can see out behind IK the Kingdom from the balcony.

IK

Oh, my little fatty Gunter. I’m so lonely. I would for some female company but they all run away. Im so tired

and lonely.

GUNTER

“SQUEEK”

1.2

Gunter hops from IK's lap and runs off. Same panel as before with IK being a little shocked.

IK

Where are you going little fatty?

You want me to follow you? Oh okay!

1.3

Birds eye view of IK and G walking through the castle. Going down stair cases of ice.

1.4

Entering the storehouse IK and G look around.

Gunter

Squeek

IK

What, what about all this food? Its far too much for just us.

Gunter

squeek



IK

You mean, ask Princess Bubblegum over for dinner? Why that's genius!
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2.1

Cut to IK flying over the kingdom towards PB’s palace. 

2.2

Cut to PB talking to her advisor. They are in her throne room and she is dressed in a form hugging dress 

her slim body emphasized and perky little boobs sticking out.

ADVISOR

I know Princess Bubblegum, but we have no solution. There just isn't any food left in the stores. The people

will starve unless You find a solution.

2.3

Close up of PB putting her head in her hands. Trying to think..

PB

What am I going to do?

2.4 

IK in a sudden snap of power appears before her kneeling and epic. Beard flowing around his blue face. 

PB is stunned.

IK

I have a solution your majesty. Come join me for dinner tonight and have all the food you desire.

2.5

Close up of PB from the side looking down on IK

Thought Bubble PB

Damn Ice King! Is this some trap? He is always up to something. But all he said was to have dinner with

him. I have to do this to save my people.
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3.1

IK is beyond happy and smiles in a large glose up with his large nose beaming over his smile.

IK

Excellent Princess Bubblegum. If you're hungry now the dinner table is already set. I'm ecstatic you have

accepted.

3.2

Large panel of IK taking PBs hand in his. 

PB 

Let me just tell someone where Im going first….

IK

oh oh oh my dont worry its only a dinner. You wont be long. You will be back before you even realize it.

Hurry before the food gets cold.

3.3

Large lightning snap of power surrounds PB and IK as he teleports them. PB is in his arms embraced 

around him. White beard and hair flowing and merging against PB;s long pink hair.

SFX

Snap!
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4.1

Ice King is flying through the air with PB holding his hand. Mountains are in the background.

4.2

Fionna and Cake are fighting a troll and just as it is defeated and Fionna stands mighty and beautiful atop 

its body with sword in hand she sees something.



FIONNA

Huh?

4.3

Close up of Fionna squinting her eyes.

4.4

Far away shot of IK and PB flying into a cloud.

FIONNA

Is that IK and PB together?

4.5

Fionna walking down off the troll with sword on shoulder. Curves and body strong and fit and elegant as 

she lithy steps across the troll corpse.

FIONNA

Must have been my imagination. PB would never willingly go with IK anywhere. Its nap time anyways Cake.
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5.1

IK and PB land through the open balcony of IK’s palace. Before them is one enormous wooden table 

covered in plates and plates of all the foods imaginable. From pizza to donuts to huge tubs of ice cream 

with all the sprinkles and chocolate fountains.

5.2

IK pulls out a throne for PB to sit in at the end of the table as she sits in place.

IK

Please my sweet don't wait on me. Try anything you please on my table. 

PB

Oh my this is incredible, IK where did all this food come from?

5.3

IK mid shot standing beside the table with stacks of food untouched beside him with PB in the corner in her

chair reaching out for a spoon of ice cream.



IK

Hmmm, good question. Don't care.

PB

Oh well, as long as it's free and delicious I don't mind.

5.4

Close up of PB opening her little mount with large lips and eyelids half closed in anticipation for the large 

spoon of ice cream.

SFX

Ummmmhhhhh

5.4

IK is beaming with his smile and holds a goblet full of chocolate and mint and vanilla icecream with another 

large spoon offers it to PB

IK 

I know it's dessert after dinner but with all the food here who needs etiquette anyways. Here try this one my

sweetie.

PB

I really shouldn't..but.
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6.1

Montage page of PB stuffing herself with lots of gratuitous eating and belly expanding shots.

PB panel one side on view of her with a large spoon laden with chocolate cake going into her mouth. Lots 

of cream dripping down her lips.

6.2

PB front on from the middle of the table, mountains of food on either side of her, each hand full of foods. 

Shoveling it into her mouth. Chewing sounds and munching. IK by her side smiling the whole time.

6.3

Shot close up from an angle looking up from between her legs of her with a huge food stuffed stomach 



bulging like an 8 month pregnant woman, scatterings of food scraps on her dress as it stretches across her 

belly and boobs. Her face a mess of food crumbs. One hand rests down on her her stretches tummy on her

navel caressing herself. The other hand pushing a burger into her maw.

6.4

Close up of her mouth large lips plump and pink chewing, long thick stranges of chewed sauce and juices 

in her mouth.

6.5

Last panel of montage of PB almost swallowing a hotdog whole from the side. Cheeks bulging and eyes 

shut tight and eyelashes long. 
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7.1

Large panel of PB lying back, belly huge, probably around 200 lbs stuffed belly. Her dress is completely 

dressed out and she has it rolled up over her body to be under her boobs which seem around a DD cup 

now. She wears little panties too and her thighs are a bit larger too. 

She moans and groans in food baby coma woes.

7.2

IK leans over next to her in her chair with a large tray in one hand and his other hand hovering near PB’s 

tummy.

IK 

Oh my fat sweetie. You're too full are you? Maybe a little tummy rub will help.

PB 

I've eaten so much it almost hurts. I cant eat anymore IK. I feel so tired and full. So full I could explode.

7.3

Close up of IK reaching out his old blue hand regardless of PB allowing it or not. His cloak heavy and 

moving a little.

IK

Just a little rub.

PB



No...No Ice King.I have to go...help...my..,kingdom.

7.4

Mid shot of IK hand on PB’s huge stuffed belly. Making circle motions and fingers lightly squeezing.

PB

Ohhhh….that feels so good.

IK

Ohh...wow yes PB my fattie sweet Princess. Imagine how good it would feel even bigger?

PB

Bigger? Im so full I couldn't possibly.

7.5

Mid shot of Ik standing. Shot from over his shoulder of him reaching out with the tray laden high with food. 

Placing it in front of the full and fat PB while rubbing her tummy at the same time.
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8.1

Shot of IK rubbing PBs tummy now very low on her navel where it makes a crease above her crotch and 

panties. He has a large glazed donut in his hands.

8.2

PB bits the donut, glazing squeezing out over her mouth.

SFX

Ummpmmm…..yummmm…..ummm.

8.3

All the donut is gone now.

8.4

She now sucks one of IKs long blue fingers. Sucks the sugar from it in a very sensual way.

SFX

Ummpmmm…..yummmm…..ummm.



8.5

Close up. IK is frozen with lust and happiness and shock as PB sucks his fingers and rubs her belly.
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9.1

PB is standing over the table. She now weighs around 400lbs. Huge double belly and large pear shaped 

hips and legs all heavy weight fatty weight. Her boobs now a GG cup perhaps are large and heavy 

stretching her skimpy white tee shirt across her huge heavy belly. She wears tiny black panties also. Her 

hair is long and wonderful over one shoulder and bunched and curly. Her large round lips are full and 

plump and face a little rounder too.

Empty plates stack to each side of her. Ice King is cuddling her from behind barely able to get both arms 

around her now and holding her belly for her in a huge hug. His blue head and beard contrast PBs 

pinkness.

NARRATION

A DAY, A WEEK AND A MONTH GO BY WITH PRINCESS BUBBLEGUM CONTINUOUSLY EATING. HER

BODY SEEMS UNABLE TO STOP CONSUMING THE FOOD ICE KING PLACES BEFORE HER.

GROWING GROWING GROWING FAT AND HEAVY TO HIS ENJOYMENT.

IK 

Wonderful my obese fatty sweet, simply wonderful. I love how heavy your pink belly has become. Never

stop growing for me.

PB

As long as you never stop rubbing my huge fat belly for me IK and keep this delicious food coming. 

9.2

Close up of PB and IK turning towards each other, she has a full mouth of food and leans across to accept 

the kiss from IK. There lips touch and smush together.

9.3

Shot of PB now with belly resting heavy on the large oak table stuffing her face. Can see how large she is 

from the side now with a huge pear shaped behind and heavy boobs stretching around her belly in the tight

tee dirty with stains of food. IK is pressed up behind her but leaning back his crotch pressed deep against 

her huge ass hands deeply grabbing her cheeks.

IK SFX



JIGGLE JIGGLE JIGGLE YES!

9.4

Close up of IKs hand squeezing PB’s bum the panties almost completely hidden behind all the fat.
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10.1-10.2-10.3-10.4

Close up of one large picture broken down of PB. She is now a huge immobile mass of pink fat. Rolls upon 

rolls of fat cascade into a huge mass of triple belly framed by two huge legs and ass all draping large heavy

folds of fat. Her white tee is a rag stretched across a huge pair of MM cup size boobs huge and heavy with 

fat weighing to each side of her body. her arms a huge mass of fat her fingers through still small and 

delicate. Her double chins and cheeks are full too framed by her long swirling pink hair and golden crown. 

Talking text is overlaid over her body to emphasize her hugeness of the discussion about PBs size between

IK and Gunter.

IK

Gunter, what are we going to do? She hasn't stopped eating in 6 months. Do we have enough food left to

keep her. How much is she eating anyways?

GUNTER

Squeek, eeekk eekk

IK

Really? A whole tonne or more every day! Wow, she really knows how to put away! 

GUNTER

Squeek, eeekk eekk

IK

I know she, must weigh around 1000lbs now.
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11.1

Cut to IK in his robe in the foreground chatting to Gunter they are both rubbing their chins together. Iks 

beard is scruffy and long. In the background you can see a mountain of empty dirty plates and trays and a 

large blurry pink blob lots of trays being flung in the air.

IK

I think I have an idea to keep my fat Princess eating.



11.2

IK is standing talking to a bandit and merchant. He is handing them a large sack of gold. Behind them is a 

huge wagon.

11.3

Close up of IK signing a document. The document reads. Unlimited food for unlimited gold, payable yearly 

from the Ice King.

IK

You can trust me, I always keep my word. Here is a bonus to get you started. Keep the food coming and

never be late. I have a hungry mouth to feed.

11.4

Close up of Ice King walking away. Behind him the bandit and merchant are high fiving and begin 

unloading crates of food into the storehouse in IKs storehouse.

IK

Suckers.
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12.1

Close up of PBs huge face munching away on a huge burger. Chins and cheeks bulging with fat. Her eyes 

wide with happiness and glee. 

PB

So damn good. How does he do it. Every bite is ecstasy.

12.2

Shot of PB mid shot from a ¾ angle sitting in a large cushioned throne. Her body is completely immobile 

and she cant walk anymore. IK is  leaning his whole body down against her belly and shaking and rubbing 

it all. A huge smile on his face. He is wearing a white vest and trousers and surrounding the are piles of 

more uneaten food.

IK

Oh my fat PB you are so fat now. I'm afraid that if you keep eating I'll have no food for your enormous belly.

12.3

Close up to PB mid bite of a pizza slice stacked with syrup. Her boobs fill the panel and are covered in 



dripped sauce and crumbs.

PB

Run out of food!? What

IK

Oh, there's plenty of food. What am I saying?

12.4

Mid shot of PB with IK hugging her belly in below. a huge boob resting against his face as he cradles her 

huge fatty upper belly with a hand. PB is looking down at him with stunned shock.

PB 

What have you done! Ice King im fat! Im huge! This food was for my kingdom!

12.5

She looks down at her body, her huge fat arms heave up her belly knocking the IK down from his perch. 

She is stunned by her hugeness flowing across the huge throne room.

PB

Im enormous! 
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13.1

IK is standing with his back to the camera and PB is waving her arms in the air.

IK

What's wrong honey?

13.2

PB is looking around wilding. Shot from her waist as she tries to twist around and lift herself up from the 

ground on her couch. Grunts of struggling with her huge 1 tonne weight.

PB 

I can't move, you fattened me up Ice King! You're a monster!

13.3



IK close up.

IK 

Im no monster. If anything Im innocent. I have only treated you to a never ending dinner for the past year. I

provided for your every wish and given you all you desire. I love you PB.

13.4

PB is shaking with fury. She is almost mobile and standing on her feet again. her rolls are huge and belly 

rests heavy wide on the floor. She takes up three metres of space now. Her back arches to counter the 

weight of her belly in front and her huge ass and legs almost resting on the ground behind her. Her boobs 

are huge in front of her. She is enormous in comparison to the skinny IK.

13.5

PB is reaching forward towards the IK and he has a look of fear and surprise.

PB

I'm going to catch you and make you pay for this IK!

IK

I don't understand why your mad. You willingly came here and enjoyed yourself.
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14.1

Close up of PB stepping in some syrup from a discarded tray of food and icecream and slipping. Her legs 

huge masses of rolls and pink fat.

14.2

Faceshot of PB eyes going wide. She knows she is about to fall. Either back or forward.

14.3

Face shot of IK. He tries to back away but it's too late.

14.4

Mid shot of PB falling forward closer to IK. His arms are outstretched.

14.5

Shot from behind IK and facing PB. Her shadow is cast forth.
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15.1

PB has completely covered the IK and crashed over the table coverit and a huge amount of food. She is 

squatting on her bum and belly now almost.

PB

Ice King?....Oh my...have I….

15.2

IK has crawled out from under her and reached up with a donut.

IK

No my sweat 1 tonne love. I have a gift to say Im sorry.

15.3

Ik sticks the entire donut in PBs mouth.

PB

Hmmmmmmmm...I needed that. I was getting hungry again my King.

15.4

Close up of IK smiling.

IK

You can leave whenever you want...but I don't think that's happening. Time for Dessert!

FIN
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